Microblading Expectations
Date:
Please read the following statements carefully and initial each
statement. By initialing each statement and signing this document, you are
fully aware of each statement mentioned.
_____ Microblading is intended to be a “day time”, natural look. It is meant to mimic hair and look like hair. If you wish to
have more of a powdery effect, please consult with your microblading artist and know that may require additional payment.
You may need to still use makeup after your brows have healed.
_____ While your skin heals, be prepared for the color intensity of your procedure to be significantly larger, sharper,
brighter, or darker than what is expected for the final outcome. This is a normal and expected result of the application
and healing process. The healing process will take a number of days, even weeks, to complete, depending on how quickly the
outer layer of your skin exfoliates and new skin regrows to take its place.
_____ The color will appear darker and bolder after the procedure. Your color will oxidize and darken over the first few days.
The color CAN AND WILL fade and/or soften anywhere from 10-40% or more during the healing process.
_____ If you have thyroid issues, there is a chance your color can appear darker than anticipated.
_____ Some residual swelling is normal of ALL procedures. Swelling and healing time is individualized. It can be minimal on
clients. Every client reacts and heals differently. Blanching (whiteness around the treatment area) and redness is to be
expected and can vary client to client. It can last a few hours or a few days.
_____ The area treated may appear uneven, dry, itchy, tender, red, and/or irritated. This is 100% normal. DO NOT PICK OR
SCRATCH AT YOUR EYEBROWS. These symptoms will dissipate each day and vary on an individual basis.
_____ The color and shape of your Microblading Permanent Make Up is determined by your natural hair color and natural face
shape. If you tint your eyebrows, they must be tinted at least 3 days prior to your Microblading appointment and not again
until they are fully healed. You, as the client, can dictate how thick you would like your eyebrows.
_____ Picking can lift color and pigment from the treated area resulting in no pigment left, unevenness, and black spots. A
microblading technician has the ability to tell if pigment loss was from skin conditions or type or if it is a result from picking.
Once again, DO NOT PICK OR SCRATCH AT YOUR EYEBROWS.
_____ Your eyebrows may not exfoliate evenly. Please DO NOT PICK OR SCRATCH AT YOU EYEBROWS. During the natural
exfoliation process, your color may look weak, orangish, pinkish, or grey. This will not be your final result if medications, skin
type, and conditions are not a factor. It can take 6-8+ weeks for the true color to surface. Please be patient and wait until
you are fully healed before critiquing your microblading. Remember, many refinements can and will be made during your
Initial Touch Up.
_____ Healing is specific to each client. It is important to realize that you will need a color boost every 1-2 years to maintain
its fresh and natural appearance. Fading WILL happen after each procedure. We do not have control over your body’s natural
healing process.
_____ Everyone’s genetics, physiological make up, and life style will affect the treatment in various and unique ways. If you
are in the sun a lot, tan, have oily skin, profusely sweat, use anti-aging creams, use exfoliating creams, medications, or
treatments, your microblading can and will fade prematurely. The better you take care of the treated area, the better your
microblading will last.
_____Remember that no two sides of the face are the same or perfectly symmetrical. We will get as close to symmetrical as
possible but do note that nothing is perfectly symmetrical when it comes to facial features and the body. Microblading is an
Art, not a science.
_____ When you leave after any microblading procedure, you are agreeing to all the aftercare instructions and you
understand factors such as but not limited to lifestyle, genetics, age, and certain environmental factors can and will
contribute to the retention of your microblading.
____ I understand that I can message my microblading technician on Instagram or Facebook or call the salon if I have any
concerns or questions.

Printed Name: _______________ Signature: _______________ Date: ___/___/
___

